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Abst rac t - - I t  is well known that two-weight codes result in strongly regular graphs if the code is 
projective. In this paper a (154,6,99) quasi-cyclic two-weight code over OF(3) is presented. 
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Let C be a linear (n, k, d) code over GF(q). C can be represented as the rowspace of a k x n 
generator matrix G, with rows composed of k linearly independent codewords of C, 
g0,0 g0,1 g0,2 g0,3 go,n-1 
/ gl,0 gl,1 gl,2 gl,3 g0,n- 1 
G = ] g2,0 g2,1 g2,2 g2,3 go,n-1 
/ . . . .  
kgk 1,0 gk-l,1 gk-l ,2 gk-l ,3 gk- l ,n -1  
Let Ai be the number of codewords of Hamming weight i in C. Then the numbers Ao, A1, . . . ,  As 
are called the weight distribution of C, 
E Ai = qk. 
i=O 
If the number of nonzero Ai, i > 0, is two, then C is a two-weight code. 
A code is called quasi-cyclic (QC) if there is some integer p, such that every cyclic shift of a 
codeword by p places is again a codeword [1]. If p = 1, the codes are cyclic. It can be shown 
that p must be a divisor of n [2]. With a suitable permutation of coordinates, many QC codes 
can be characterized in terms of m x m circulant matrices, so that the blocklength is a multiple 
of m, n = rap. The generator matrix can then be represented as 
O = [C0, C1, C2,. • •, Cv-1], 
where Ci is an m x m circulant matrix of the form 
C0,i C1,i C2,i " " " Cm- 1,i 1 / 
Crn--l,i CO,/ Cl,i Crn-2,i I 
i 
C ~ era-2, i cm- l , i  co,/ Crn-3,i[ , 
I 
CI,i C2,i C3,i Co,i .J 
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where each successive row is a right cyclic shift of the previous one. These codes are a subclass of 
the more general 1-generator QC codes [3]. The algebra of m x m circulant matrices over GF(q) 
is isomorphic to the algebra of polynomials in the ring f ix] Ix  m - 1, if Ci is mapped onto the 
polynomial, ci(x) = co,i + cl,ix + c2,ix 2 + . . .  + am-l, ix m- l ,  formed from the entries in the first 
row of Ci [1]. The ci(x) are called the defining polynomials of the QC code. Thus, G can also be 
defined by 
G = (co(x), cl(x), c2(x), c3(x) , . . . ,  cp- l (x) ) .  (3) 
If  the c~(x) representing a circulant matrix Ci contains a factor of x m - 1, then Ci is singular. 
I f  all the ci(x) in a QC code contain a factor of x m - 1, then the QC code is called degenerate [2]. 
Degenerate QC codes are also 1-generator QC codes [3], and are a generalization of the rate l i p  
QC codes defined above. The order of a 1-generator QC code is defined as 
x m - 1 
h(x) -- gcd (x m - 1, co(x), Cl(X),.. . ,  Cp-l(x)}'  (4) 
and k, the code dimension, is equal to the degree of h(x). If h(x) has degree m, then k = m, and 
(1) is a generator matrix for G. If deg (h(x)) = k < m, a generator matrix can be constructed by 
deleting r = m - k rows of (1). These are called r-degenerate QC codes. In this paper, m = 11 
and p = 14 so that n = 154. In addition, 
gcd(x  m - 1, co(x) ,c l (x ) , . . . ,Cp_ l (x)}  = x 5 + 2x 3 + x 2 ÷2x  ÷ 2, 
so  that  k - -  6.  
The QC structure is used to reduce the computational complexity of finding good codes. The 
first step is to obtain a set of defining polynomials. These polynomials are a set of equivalence 
class representatives of a partition of the set of polynomials of degree m - 1 or less, with qm 
elements. Two polynomials, cj(x) and ci(x), belong to the same cyclic class if 
cj(x) = axlci(x) mod (x m - 1), 
for some integer l and scalar a E GF(q)\{0}. Defining polynomials which belong to the same 
cyclic class are said to be equivalent. For the codes considered in this paper, the number of 
classes is 33. Note that all ci(x) must have x 5 + 2x 3 + x 2 + 2x + 2 as a factor. One ci(x) from 
each equivalence class is chosen as the representative d fining polynomial. 
After constructing the set of defining polynomials, the weight distributions of the corresponding 
circulant matrices must be computed. This task is simplified by the circulant structure. After 
eliminating all redundancies, there remain only 35 distinct weights; i.e., only 35 codewords need 
be considered to determine the entire weight distribution. 
The search for the (154,6) QC code was initialized with an arbitrary code by randomly choosing 
p = 14 of the 35 defining polynomials. To improve the code, the defining polynomials were 
interchanged via a greedy algorithm [4,5]. The search continued until a code with the specified 
parameters was constructed. Many QC codes were found with dmin -- 99, but one was found with 
only one other nonzero weight. This search took less than 1 minute on a SUN SPARCstation 2 
computer. This (154,6,99) QC Code has generator matrix 
00022011001 
10002201100 
01000220110 
00100022011 
10010002201 
11001000220 
00221010102 
20022101010 
02002210101 
10200221010 
01020022101 
10102002210 
00000221201 
10000022120 
01000002212 
20100000221 
12010000022 
21201000002 
02201212202 
20220121220 
02022012122 
20202201212 
22020220121 
12202022012 
02222020111 
10222202011 
11022220201 
11102222020 
01110222202 
20111022220 
. . .  (5 )  
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00210100202 
20021010020 
02002101002 
20200210100 
O2020021O1O 
00202002101 
00221122201 
10022112220 
01002211222 
20100221122 
22010022112 
22201002211 
00022202202 
20002220220 
02000222022 
20200022202 
22020002220 
02202000222 
02222211012 
20222221101 
12022222110 
01202222211 
10120222221 
11012022222 
00201102012 
20020110201 
12002011020 
01200201102 
20120020110 
02012002011 
21211122212 
22121112221 
12212111222 
21221211122 
22122121112 
22212212111 
00002100211 
10000210021 
11000021002 
21100002100 
02110000210 
00211O00021 
00222210221 
10022221022 
21002222102 
22100222210 
02210022221 
10221002222 
02022121221 
10202212122 
21020221212 
22102022121 
12210202212 
21221020221 
(5 cont.) 
The weight distribution is as follows. 
Weight Count 
0 1 
99 420 
108 308 
The generator polynomials can be determined by noting that the most significant coefficient is 
on the right in (5). For example, 00022011001 corresponds to 
X 7 -~- X 4 + X 3 -'~ 2X -4- 2 = (X 2 -}- 1)(x 5 + 2x 3 + x 2 + 2x + 2). 
To determine the parameters of the corresponding strongly regular graph, consider a graph G, 
with N vertices. The adjacency matrix, A, of G is an N x N matrix with entries 
1, if vertex i is adjacent o vertex j ,  
ao : 0, otherwise. 
The number of edges incident on a vertex x is called the valency, v(x). A graph G, is called 
regular if the valency of every vertex is the same, ~(x) = K. G is called a strongly regular graph 
with parameters (N, K, A, #) if 
(1) ~ is regular with valency K, 
(2) any two adjacent vertices x and y have A common neighbours, 
(3) any two nonadjacent vertices x and y have # common neighbours. 
The eigenvalues of A are K, r, and s, where r and s are given by 
1 
r~8: :  \ / 
The multiplicity of K is 1. The multiplicities of r and s are f and g, respectively, given by 
1 ( (n -1 ) (#- ) , ) -2K)  
: ,g  = : n -  1 ± " 
Based on the parameters of the new codes, the parameters of the new strongly regular graph, as 
defined in [6], are given in the following table. 
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N 729 
K 308 
A 127 
/z 132 
r 11 
s -16 
f 420 
g 308 
Note that  this code is similar to the two new ternary two-weight QC codes presented in [7] 
in that  they have the same dimension. However, the codes in [7] are 1-degenerate QC codes 
constructed from 7 x 7 circulant matrices, while the code in this paper is a 5-degenerate code 
constructed from 11 × 11 circulant matrices. Since 154 = 2 x 7 x 11, a (154,6,99) two-weight code 
constructed from 7 x 7 circulant matrices could exist, but one was not found. 
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